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The reactions of the azide radical (X˜ 2Πg), produced by the reaction of F atoms with HN3, with F, Cl, NO,
NO2, O2, CO, CO2, Cl2, and propylene have been examined in a room-temperature flow reactor. The relative
concentration of N3 was monitored under pseudo-first-order conditions using laser-induced fluorescence. A
microwave discharge applied to a dilute flow of CF4 in argon served as the F atom source for the F+ HN3

reaction. Using reactant concentrations of (0.5-4.0) × 1012 and (1.0-4.0) × 1012 molecules cm-3 for CF4

and HN3, respectively, the rate constant for the N3 + F reaction was found to be (4.1( 0.3) × 10-11 cm3

molecule-1 s-1, which compares favorably with the accepted value of (5( 2) × 10-11 cm3 molecule-1 s-1.
The reaction with Cl atoms was examined using reactant concentrations of (5.5-9.4) × 1011, (2.0-4.0) ×
1012, and (1.0-22.0)× 1012 molecules cm-3 for CF4, HN3, and Cl2, respectively, and the rate constant is
(2.1-0.6

+1.0) × 10-11 cm3 molecule-1 s-1. The rate constants for the reactions of N3 with NO, NO2, and CO were
determined to be (2.9( 0.3) × 10-12, (1.9 ( 0.2) × 10-12, and (1.8( 0.2) × 10-12 cm3 molecule-1 s-1,
respectively. The reactions between azide radicals and Cl2, CO2, O2, and propylene all occur with rate constants
less than 5× 10-13 cm3 molecule-1 s-1, indicating that N3 is not an especially reactive radical. The bimolecular
self-destruction rate for azide radical was also examined. An upper bound on the rate constant was determined
to bee1-2 × 10-12 cm3 molecule-1 s-1. The possible products and the reaction mechanisms of these reactions
are discussed.

A. Introduction

The azide radical, N3(X̃ 2Πg), has been the subject of a variety
of theoretical1-4 and experimental4-26 studies with regard to
electronic structure and reactions with halogen atoms. The
enthalpy of formation for the azide radical has been determined
to be ∆fH°298(N3) ) 467 ( 8 kJ mol-1.4-7 The spin-allowed
dissociation to N(2D) + N2(X 1Σg

+) products is endoergic by
225 kJ mol-1;6 however, dissociation to N(4S) + N2(X 1Σg

+)
products hasD0(N - N2) ) -0.5 ( 1.0 kJ mol-1,4,6 and the
azide radical is stable only because this spin-forbidden dis-
sociation pathway has an appreciable potential energy barrier.
As a result, most azide radical reactions liberate large amounts
of energy. Furthermore, azide radical reactions are often
constrained by propensity rules to produce electronically excited
species.10-14 The possibility for the generation of electronically
excited products has attracted considerable attention, but only
a few studies have established rate constants and product
branching ratios. In addition, there is a need to understand the
reactions of delocalizedπ-type radicals, such as N3(X̃ 2Πg-
(1σg

22σg
21σu

23σg
22σu

24σg
23σu

21πu
41πg

3)), as opposed to the
better characterized reactions ofσ-type radicals.

Azide radicals are typically produced in the gas phase via
the reaction of fluorine atoms with hydrazoic acid, which follows
one of two competing channels.

The production of azide radicals has a rate constantk1 ) (1.1
( 0.1)× 10-10 cm3 molecule-1 s-1. Hewett and Setser27 have

shown that reaction 2 has a rate constantk2 ) (6.3 ( 3.5) ×
10-12 cm3 molecule-1 s-1, and hence reaction 1 is the dominant
channel, with a branching fraction for the formation of N3 of
0.97. The relative concentrations of azide radicals may be
monitored via laser-induced fluorescence (LIF),8,9 and that
technique was employed here as a convenient monitor in a flow
reactor to measure reaction rate constants.

The reactions of azide radicals have been previously studied
with a variety of atomic partners, including F, Cl, Br, S, N, C,
O, P, and As.7,8,10-15,20,28-35 All of these reactants give some
electronically excited products; however, only the reactions with
halogen atoms7,8 and nitrogen atoms28,29 have high branching
fractions for producing electronically excited products. A large
body of work has used the reaction of N3 with F atoms as the
chemical source for NF(a1∆).7,8,13-15 Currently, the focus has
shifted to the reaction of N3 with Cl atoms, since this reaction
produces a high yield of electronically excited singlet NCl(a1∆)
molecules with perhaps some NCl(X3Σ-).8,10-12,14,36

A wide discrepancy exists in the values ofk3 reported by
different laboratories. Liu et al.8 reported a value ofk3 ) (2.8
( 0.4)× 10-10 cm3 molecule-1 s-1, determined by monitoring
the decrease in NF(a) intensity (formed via F+ N3) as Cl2 was
added to the reactor. A portion of the F atoms reacted with the
Cl2 to form Cl + ClF. Jourdain et al.19,20 reported thatk3 lies
between 0.75 and 1.5× 10-11 cm3 molecule-1 s-1 on the basis
of a comparison of a numerical simulation and experimental
data for the reaction of Cl with ClN3 using mass spectrometry

F + HN3 f N3 + HF ∆rH°298 ) -180 kJ mol-1 (1)

F + HN3 f HNF + N2 ∆rH°298 ) -263 kJ mol-1 (2)

N3 + Cl f N2 + NCl(a 1∆) ∆rH°298 ) -159 kJ mol-1

(3)
f N2 + NCl(X 3Σ-) ) -270 kJ mol-1
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to monitor both N3 and NCl. Two recent studies, by Henshaw
and co-workers37 and by Manke and Setser,36 have studied the
experimental kinetics of NF(a) and NCl(a) in the F/Cl/HN3

system and support the smaller value ofk3. Resolving this
discrepancy fork3 is critical to understanding the generation of
NCl(a) from the reaction of N3 with Cl atoms, and a direct
determination ofk3 was the main motivation of this investiga-
tion.

In this paper, the reaction kinetics of azide radicals have been
investigated in a room-temperature flow reactor using laser-
induced fluorescence (LIF) to monitor the relative concentration
of the N3(X̃ 2Π3/2) state. The energy separation17 between the
two spin-orbit states of N3(X̃) is only 71.9 cm-1. We assumed
equilibration between the two spin-orbit states in 0.5 Torr of
Ar carrier gas, and the LIF signal was taken to be proportional
to the total [N3]. The excited state of azide, N3(Ã 2Σu

+), lies
above all three possible dissociation channels: 440 kJ mol-1

above the N(4S) + N2, 215 kJ mol-1 above the N(2D) + N2,
and 100 kJ mol-1 above the N(2P) + N2 channel.6 All
vibrational levels of N3(Ã) predissociate,6,9 and N(2D) + N2 is
the main product channel. Nevertheless, monitoring [N3] by
LIF is still relatively straightforward for concentrationsg1 ×
1011 molecules cm-3. The reactions of N3 with Cl atoms, F
atoms, nitric oxide, molecular chlorine, oxygen, carbon mon-
oxide, carbon dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, and propylene were
examined. The rate of the reaction between azide and F atoms

has been established7,8 to be k4 ) (5 ( 2) × 10-11 cm3

molecule-1 s-1, and this reaction was used as a calibration to
confirm the reliability of our kinetic method.

We also investigated reaction 5, since N atoms are frequently
present from N2 impurity in the Ar carrier gas in discharge
systems.

The N2(B) and N2(W) states, which are strongly coupled by
collisions,38 are the only electronically excited states that are
both energetically allowed and correlate to the reactant states.
By monitoring the nitrogen first-positive N2(B 3Πg f A 3Σu

+)
emission, we could determine the presence of nitrogen atoms.
The N2(B) emission also is observed if the azide radical
decomposes on the reactor walls.15 The bimolecular self-
destruction reaction 6 has not been characterized, and we tried
to put some limits on this rate constant.

The accumulation of metastable N2(A) molecules via reactions
5 and 6 must be considered in complex kinetic environments,
since their participation in energy transfer reactions with a
variety of atoms and molecules is well-known.39

B. Experimental Methods

The reactions of F atoms with hydrazoic acid and the
subsequent reactions of azide radicals were carried out in a flow
reactor at room temperature. The relative N3(X̃ 2Π3/2) concen-
tration was detected at a fixed point in the reactor using LIF in

0.5 Torr of Ar carrier gas. The flow reactor and LIF system
used are described below.

Flow Reactor. The flow reactor was a 82 cm long, 50 mm
diameter Pyrex tube. The flow reactor consisted of two distinct
regions; a pre-reactor where azide radicals were generated via
reaction 1 and the main reactor where the reactions of azide
radicals occurred. The pre-reactor varied in length from 25 to
37 cm depending on the position of the reagent inlet. The
distance between the pre-reactor and the observation zone, the
main reactor, was 8-20 cm. The surface of the flow reactor
was coated with halocarbon wax (Halocarbon Products, series
600) to prevent the loss of F, Cl, and N3 on the reactor walls.
The inlet tubes for the Ar carrier gas, the F atom source (CF4),
the HN3, and the reagent gases were located in an aluminum
flange attached via an O-ring joint to the front end of the reactor.
The Ar carrier gas was added to the pre-reactor through a
perforated ring, the F atoms through an 10 mm o.d. quartz tube,
and the HN3 through another perforated ring located at the exit
of the F atom inlet. The reagent gases were added to the reactor
via a 6 mmo.d. movable tube whose length extended 25-37
cm from the F/HN3 inlets and marked the starting point of the
reactor. The normal Ar pressure in the reactor was∼0.54 Torr.
The laser beam entered the reactor through a 22 cm long baffled
sidearm and exited through a 40 cm long baffled sidearm. The
sidearms had Brewster angle quartz windows and were located
∼45 cm downstream from the start of the pre-reactor. The
fluorescence was collected through a quartz window located
perpendicular to the sidearms. The reactor was pumped using
a mechanical pump/blower combination, and a linear flow
velocity of 6400 cm s-l was achieved over the pressure range
of 0.4-2 Torr. Except for the reaction of F+ N3, all of the
reactions were carried out under conditions such that [HN3]0 >
[F]0 in order to ensure that the F atoms did not remove azide
radicals.

The flow velocity in the reactor corresponds to a minimum
reaction time of∼4 ms in the pre-reactor. Under typical
reaction conditions, this was sufficient to allow reaction 1 to
proceed to∼75% of completion before the addition of the
reactant gas. The reactions of the azide radicals with added
reagent occurred during the∼3 ms time between the start of
the reactor and the LIF detection zone. Longer reaction times
in the pre-reactor and reactor could be obtained by throttling
the pump.

The argon carrier gas was purified by passage through two
cooled (196 K) molecular sieve filled traps. The F atoms were
produced by passing an Ar/CF4 mixture through a microwave
discharge in an alumina tube. For CF4 concentrations in the
(0.2-2.0) × 1012 molecules cm-3 range, nearly complete
dissociation (2F+ CF2) is achieved;40,41 thus, [F]0 ) 2[CF4]
was assumed. An Ar/Cl2 mixture was passed through a second
microwave discharge in a quartz tube to produce the Cl atoms.
The dissociation efficiency of Cl2 was determined by measuring
the 308 nm emission intensity from the XeCl*(B) formed by
reaction 7. The intensity is first-order in [Cl2] for concentrations
e8 × 1012 molecules cm-3.

The Xe(6s[3/2]2) was generated in situ by passing a Xe/Ar
mixture through a hollow cathode dc discharge,42-44 that was
placed in the reactor just in front of the quartz LIF observation
window. The Xe(6s[3/2]2) reacts with the Cl2 in the flow
reactor. When the microwave discharge on the Cl2 inlet is
turned on, the concentration of molecular chlorine is reduced
and the XeCl* emission is also reduced. It has been shown in

Xe(6s[3/2]2) + Cl2 f XeCl*(B, C) + Cl (7)

N3 + F f N2 + NF (a1∆) ∆rH°298 ) -183 kJ mol-1

(4)

N3(X̃
2Πg) + N(4S) f N2(X

1Σg
+) + N2(B

3Πg) or

N2(W
3∆u) ∆rH°298 ) -235 or -234 kJ mol-1 (5)

2N3(X̃
2Πg) f 2N2(X

1Σg
+) + N2(A

3Σu
+) or N2(B

3Πg)

∆rH°298 ) -349 or -235 kJ mol-1 (6)
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a similar reactor that the dissociation of Cl2 is constant, yielding
0.6 Cl atoms per Cl2 molecule.45 The dissociation efficiency
in our reactor was found to be consistent with the previously
determined value of 0.6 Cl atoms per Cl2 molecule.

The reagent gases were taken from commercial vendors and
purified via freeze-pump-thaw cycles and stored as mixtures
in argon. The HN3 was prepared by the reaction of excess
stearic acid with sodium azide (NaN3) heated to 363 K under
vacuum. The product, which was collected in a 12 L Pyrex
reservoir, was diluted to 10% with argon. The flow rates of
CF4, HN3, Cl2, and the various reagent gases were controlled
by stainless steel needle valves and measured by the pressure
rise in a calibrated volume. The argon flow rate was controlled
by needle valves and measured by a floating-ball flow meter
that had been calibrated using a wet-test meter.

LIF System. The laser pulse was generated using a Nd:
YAG laser (Quantel YG661S) pumped dye laser (Lambda
Physik FL 3002) operating at 10 Hz. The frequency-doubled
output of the dye laser gave<10 ns pulses with energies of∼1
mJ/pulse at 270 nm with a spectral bandwidth of 0.2 cm-1 using
Coumarin 540 as the dye. The laser beam entered and exited
the reactor via Brewster angle quartz windows on the sidearms.
The fluorescence was detected using a 0.3 m monochromator
(McPherson 218). A Hammamatsu R955 photomultiplier was
attached to the exit slit of the monochromator, and the signal
from the PMT was sent to a digital storage oscilloscope
(Hewlett-Packard 54522A) operating under computer control.
The same monochromator and PMT were used to acquire
continuum spectra by switching to a photon-counting detection
system.

The laser was used to excite the N3 transition Ã2Σu
+ (0,0,0)

r X̃ 2Πg,3/2(0,0,0) from 271.5 to 271.8 nm, and the fluorescence
to the upper spin-orbit state X̃2Πg,1/2 (0,0,0) was monitored
at 272.5 nm. The waveforms collected by the digital storage
oscilloscope were integrated over the time interval of 25-80
ns. A typical excitation spectrum of N3 together with a
waveform is shown in Figure 1. The waveform is limited by
the pulse width of the laser. The short lifetime of N3(Ã), <10
ns, is a consequence of the predissociation.6 The fluorescence
intensity from a given [N3] was determined by integrating its

LIF spectrum to determine the total area. About 10 min was
required to scan a typical spectrum.

C. Experimental Results

The azide radicals were produced via reaction 1 using a dilute
mixture of CF4 in Ar passing through a microwave discharge
as the source of F atoms. The system was operated with excess
[HN3], except for the measurement of the F atom rate constant.
Typical reactor pressures were 0.54 Torr, and the population
distribution for N3 was expected to be 300 K Boltzmann after
∼4 ms of flow in the pre-reactor section. The primary source
of uncertainty in the following results is due to the uncertainty
in [F]0 and∆t. After the Ar, F, and HN3 enter the flow tube,
they pass through the F+ HN3 pre-reaction zone, after which
plug flow is established.

With careful alignment of the laser, azide spectra without
contamination by scattered light were obtained. No background
emission was observed that could be attributed to the N2(B).
This indicates that decomposition of azide on the reactor walls
was minimal and that N atom concentrations were unimportant.
The [N3] used in these experiments ranged from 1 to 30.0×
1012 molecules cm-3. Scaling to higher azide concentrations
is difficult owing to the high consumption of HN3 and the desire
to minimize the storage of HN3, which is explosive.

N3 + F. To determine the rate of reaction 4, Ar, HN3, and
CF4 concentrations of 1.7× 1016, 1.4× 1012, and (0.7-4.0)×
1012 molecules cm-3, respectively, were allowed to react. The
CF4 flow was divided into two portions; 0.7× 1012 molecules
cm-3 was added to the pre-reactor, and the remainder was added
to the reactor. The dissociation of CF4 was assumed to give
[F]0 ) 2[CF4]. Since [F]0 ) [HN3], all of the HN3 was
consumed in the pre-reactor. One determination ofk4 is shown
in Figure 2. The average of two determinations of the rate
constantk4 was found to be (4.1( 0.3)× 10-11 cm3 molecule-1

s-1. This value compares favorably with the accepted value7,8

of (5 ( 2) × 10-11. The difference between the measured and
accepted values are within the uncertainty ofk4. The value for
k4 is based upon the reaction time (2.6 ms) as calculated

Figure 1. Laser-induced excitation spectrum of the A˜ 2Σu
+(0,0,0)r

X̃ 2Π3/2(0,0,0) transition of N3. The fluorescence to the upper spin-
orbit state X̃2Π1/2(0,0,0) was monitored at 272.5 nm. The reagent
concentrations were [Ar]) 1.7× 1016, [CF4] ) 0.5× 1012, and [HN3]
) 1.4× 1012 molecules cm-3. The laser power was∼1 mJ/pulse, and
16 laser shots were averaged for each data point. The inset in the upper
left corner shows a waveform following excitation of N3 at 271.71 nm.
The waveform, which is the average of 2048 separate laser shots, is
the same as the decay time of the laser pulse,∼10 ns.

Figure 2. Logarithm of the relative azide LIF intensity vs fluorine
atom concentration. The reactant concentrations used were [Ar]) 1.7
× 1016, [HN3] ) 1.4× 1012, and [CF4] ) (0.7-4.0)× 1012 molecules
cm-3. The dissociation of CF4 was assumed to give [F]0 ) 2[CF4].
Using a reaction time of 2.6 ms, derived by assuming plug-flow
behavior, the rate constant for reaction 4 is (4.1( 0.3) × 10-11 cm3

molecule-1 s-1. This compares favorably with the accepted value of (5
( 2) × 10-11 cm3 molecule-1 s-1.
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assuming plug flow in the main flow reactor (17 cm) and the
uncertainty is the standard deviation obtained from the least-
squares fit to the experimental data. The true reaction time could
be slightly shorter than the calculated time because of incomplete
mixing, but we will use the plug-flow value since the F-atom
rate constant is acceptable.

Twelve potential energy surfaces correlate to the F(2P)+ N3-
(X̃ 2Πg) asymptotic limit, disregarding theJ ) 3/2 and1/2 spin-
orbit states of F. Of these surfaces, only two correlate to the
ground-state FN3(X̃ 1A′). Assuming that reaction 4 passes
through an FN3(X̃) intermediate, that all the potentials are
sampled statistically,46 and that the activation energy is negli-
gible, then the observed rate constant should be approximately
the product of the gas kinetic constant,∼3 × 10-10 cm3

molecule-1 s-1, and the fraction of the total number of potential
energy surfaces that correlate to the intermediate FN3(X̃ 1A′).
This indicates that the rate constant should be approximately46

2/12 (3 × 10-10) ) 5 × 10-11 cm3 molecule-1 s-1, in close
agreement with the accepted value ofk4.

N3 + Cl2. The possibility of molecular chlorine reacting with
azide was examined by adding Cl2 to the reactor 9 cm before
the LIF observation zone. Reactant concentrations of 1.7×
1016, 6.1× 1011, 2.8× 1012, and (1.0-5.0) × 1012 molecules
cm-3 for Ar, CF4, HN3, and Cl2, respectively, were used. The
fluorescence intensity of N3 remained constant as shown in
Figure 3 for ∆t ) 2.6 ms indicating that no reaction was
occurring. Under differing conditions, isolated points with [Cl2]
up to 1.7× 1013 molecules cm-3 were examined. Again, no
decrease in the fluorescence intensity of N3 was observed upon
the addition of Cl2. This sets an upper limit for the rate constant
of e0.5× 10-12 cm3 molecule-1 s-1. This is reasonable since
the reaction between azide and molecular chlorine to form
chloroazide is actually 39 kJ mol-1 endoergic.47

N3 + Cl. To determinek3, a dilute flow of molecular chlorine
was passed through a second microwave discharge, and the
resulting Cl atoms were added 37 cm downstream from the entry
of the F/Ar/HN3 flows to the reactor just as for the F atom

experiment. The dissociation efficiency of Cl2 is constant for
our concentration range and [Cl]0 ) 0.6[Cl2], e.g., 30%
dissociation. Using reactant concentrations of 1.7× 1016, 7.3
× 1011, 3.5× 1012, and (2.5-18.8)× 1012 molecules cm-3 for
Ar, CF4, HN3, and Cl2, respectively, the rate constant,k3, as
shown for the data in Figure 3, was found to be 1.9× 10-11

cm3 molecule-1 s-1. Five experimental determinations ofk3

were made, and the average value was (2.1( 0.6) × 10-11

cm3 molecule-1 s-1, where the uncertainty is the standard
deviation of the five measurements. The absolute uncertainty
in k3 depends on the uncertainty in∆t and in [Cl]0. The
uncertainty in∆t includes a possible systematic error resulting
from the finite mixing time of the reagents. Using the difference
between the observed rate constant,k4, for F + N3 and the
accepted value,7,8 we estimate that∆t may be∼20% lower than
the calculated plug-flow value. The estimated uncertainty in
the dissociation efficiency of Cl2 results in [Cl]0 having an
uncertainty of(15%. The rate constant with uncertainty of
reaction 3 is thus (2.1-0.6

+1.0) × 10-11 cm3 molecule-1 s-1.
This value compares favorably with the values reported by

Jourdain et al.,19,20 Henshaw et al.,37 and Manke and Setser,36

but it is an order of magnitude smaller than the value reported
by Liu et al.8 Further support for the lower value ofk3 may be
obtained by comparing the observed rate constant for reaction
3 with the value estimated from the gas kinetic collision rate
constant times the electronic branching fraction. As for F+
N3, 12 potential energy surfaces arise from the Cl(2P) + N3(X̃
2Πg) asymptotic limit, and only two of these surfaces correlate
to the ground-state ClN3(X̃ 1A′). Assuming that reaction 3
passes through an ClN3(X̃) intermediate, that all the potentials
are sampled statistically, and that the activation energy is
negligible, then an estimate of the rate constant may be obtained
from the product of the gas kinetic constant,∼3 × 10-10 cm3

molecule-1 s-1, and the fraction of the total number of potential
energy surfaces that correlate to the intermediate ClN3(X̃). This
estimated value fork3, 5 × 10-11 cm3 molecule-1 s-1, is in
rough agreement with our observed value, (2.1-0.62

+1.0 ) × 10-11

cm3 molecule-1 s-1. A more precise estimate of the electronic
branching fraction should include the thermal distribution
between Cl(2P3/2) and Cl(2P1/2) states and weighting of the triplet-
state potentials.

Figure 3. Logarithm of the relative azide fluorescence intensity vs
molecular chlorine and atomic chlorine concentrations. In both cases,
the reaction time was 2.6 ms. For molecular chlorine (O) the reactant
concentrations used were [Ar]) 1.7× 1016, [CF4] ) 6.1× 1011, [HN3]
) 2.8× 1012, and [Cl2] ) (1.0-5.0)× 1012. The fluorescence intensity
of N3 remained constant within 10% as Cl2 was added to the reactor.
For atomic chlorine (b) the reactant concentrations used were [Ar])
1.7 × 1016, [HN3] ) 3.5 × 1012, [CF4] ) 7.3 × 1012, and [Cl2] )
(2.5-18.8)× 1012 molecules cm-3; [Cl] 0 ) 0.6[Cl2]. The rate constant
from this experiment for N3 + Cl is 1.9× 10-11 cm3 molecule-1 s-1.

Figure 4. Logarithm of the relative azide LIF intensity vs nitric oxide
concentration. The reactant concentrations were [Ar]) 1.8 × 1016,
[HN3] ) 3.0 × 1012, [CF4] ) 8.7 × 1011, and [NO]) (0.0-53.4)×
1012 molecules cm-3. The rate constant for reaction 8 is (2.9( 0.3)×
10-12 cm3 molecule-1 s-1 for ∆t ) 3.4 ms.
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N3 + NO. Upon addition of nitric oxide to the reactor, a
decrease in the LIF intensity of N3 was observed. The reactant
concentrations used to measure the rate constant were 1.8×
1016, 8.7× 1011, 3.0× 1012, ande5.4× 1013 molecules cm-3

for Ar, CF4, HN3, and NO, respectively. As shown in Figure
4, the rate constant was found to be 3.0× 10-12 cm3 molecule-1

s-1. Two determinations ofk8 were made, and the average rate
constant was found to be (2.9( 0.3) × 10-12 cm3 molecule-1

s-1.
The nitric oxide is probably abstracting a nitrogen atom from

the azide radical to form N2O.

A similar reaction is known to occur between NCO and NO.48,49

In the case of NCO, the analogous reaction has two allowed
pathways via an [ON-NCO] intermediate:

The intermediate either directly dissociates into N2O + CO, or
it isomerizes into a cyclic structure and then dissociates via a
four-center transition state49 into CO2 + N2. The direct
dissociation pathway has a branching fraction of 0.44 and a
rate constant of 1.45× 10-11 cm3 molecule-1 s-1, while the
four-center dissociation pathway has a rate constant of 1.85×
10-11 cm3 molecule-1 s-1. When N3 is substituted for NCO,
both the direct dissociation and the four-center dissociation
pathways will yield the same products, N2O + N2. In reactions
8 and 9, twoπ-type radicals are interacting to give linear closed-
shell products. The N3 reaction and one of the NCO reaction
pathways can be imagined to proceed by transfer of a N(2D)
atom, thus conserving spin.

N3 + NO2. A decrease in the LIF intensity of N3 was
observed as the NO2 concentration was increased in the flow
reactor. The reactant concentrations used for the rate constant
measurement were 1.7× 1016, 6.7× 1011, 2.3× 1012, ande4.9
× 1013 molecules cm-3 for Ar, CF4, HN3, and NO2, respectively.
A complication to the determination of [NO2] is the possible
presence of N2O4 in the storage reservoir. By maintaining a
partial pressure of NO2 less than 0.5 Torr in both the pressure
rise bulb and the flow reactor, we ensured that the N2O4

concentration was negligible. The data from one experiment,
shown in Figure 5, resulted in a rate constant of 1.8× 10-12

cm3 molecule-1 s-1. From two separate experiments, the
average rate constantk10 was found to be (1.9( 0.2) × 10-12

cm3 molecule-1 s-1.
This interesting reaction can occur via several possible, highly

exoergic reaction channels; the azide radical may undergo
addition at either the nitrogen atom or at one of the oxygen
atoms in NO2.

Comparison with the observed reaction channels in the analo-
gous NCO+ NO2 reaction50 allows us to elucidate the more
probable reaction pathways. The thermodynamically allowed
reactions for NCO+ NO2 are

Park and Hershberger50 have examined reaction kinetics and
product channels of the NCO+ NO2 reaction. They find that
the major channel, N2O + CO2, accounts for∼92% of the
observed products and occurs with a rate of 1.6× 10-11 cm3

molecule-1 s-1. This channel proceeds by isomerization of the
OCNNO2 intermediate into a four-centered cyclic form and then
undergoes concerted dissociation. The minor channel proceeds
via the OCNONO intermediate forming 2NO+ CO with a rate
constant of 1.4× 10-12 cm3 molecule-1 s-1. The other possible
channels, involving further dissociation of the products or
extensive rearrangement of the adduct, were not observed. An
examination of the analogous reaction channels in the case of
N3 + NO2 indicates that the most probable paths are the 2N2O
and the 2NO+ N2 channels. The channel forming nitrogen
and oxygen would require rearrangement of the adduct formed
by adding N3 to the nitrogen and is, thus, considered to be a
less probable reaction pathway.

Figure 5. Logarithm of the relative azide LIF intensity vs nitrogen
dioxide concentration. The reactant concentrations were [Ar]) 1.7×
1016, [HN3] ) 2.3 × 1012, [CF4] ) 6.9 × 1011 and [NO2] ) (0.0-
49.3)× 1012 molecules cm-3. The rate constant for reaction 10 is (1.9
( 0.2) × 10-12 cm3 molecule-1 s-1 for ∆t ) 3.4 ms.

N3 (X̃ 2Πg) + NO (X 2Π) f N2O + N2

∆rH°298 ) -480 kJ mol-1 (8)

NCO (X̃ 2Π) + NO (X 2Π) f N2O + CO
∆rH°298 ) -278 kJ mol-1

f CO2 + N2

∆rH°298 ) -643 kJ mol-1

(9)

N3 + NO2 f [N2-N-ONO] f 2NO + N2

∆rH°298 ) -325 kJ mol-1

f [N2-N-NO2] f 2N2O
∆rH°298 ) -341 kJ mol-1

f N2 + N2O + O
∆rH°298 ) -174 kJ mol-1

f 2N2 + O2

∆rH°298 ) -505 kJ mol-1

(10)

NCO + NO2 f [OCN-ONO] f 2NO + CO
∆rH°298 ) -122 kJ mol-1

f [OCN-NO2] f N2O + CO2

∆rH°298 ) -504 kJ mol-1

f NO + N + CO2

∆rH°298 ) -23 kJ mol-1

f N2 + O2 + CO
∆rH°298 ) -303 kJ mol-1

(11)
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N3 + CO. A decrease in the N3 LIF intensity was observed
as the CO concentration added to the flow reactor was increased.
The reactant concentrations used for the rate constant study were
1.7× 1016, 6.7× 1011, 3.1× 1012, ande5.6× 1013 molecules
cm-3 for Ar, CF4, HN3, and CO, respectively. The rate constant
k12 was determined to be (1.8( 0.2) × 10-12 cm3 molecule-1

s-1 from two experiments, one of which is shown in Figure 6.
This reaction results in the probable formation of NCO.

This reaction can be viewed as the transfer of a N(2D) atom
from N3 to CO. Though this reaction probably produces NCO,
it is less attractive than the F+ HNCO48 reaction as a flow
reactor source of NCO, since two sequential reactions must
occur to produce NCO. Nevertheless, reaction 12 still could
be convenient in some applications, because HN3 is easier to
prepare and store than HNCO, and excess CO generally would
not cause any kinetic problems in a flow reactor.

N3 + CO2, O2, and Propylene. The addition of CO2, O2,
or propylene to the flow reactor did not alter the LIF intensity
of N3. The reaction times in these experiments were 3.4 ms
between the addition of the quenching agent and the laser
interaction region. Figure 7 shows that the normalized LIF
intensity of N3 remained constant as the concentration of the
quenching reagent was increased up to 1.0× 1014 molecules
cm-3. This sets an upper bound on the rate constants ofe5 ×
10-13 cm3 molecule-1 s-1. Thus, azide radicals do not readily
add to double bonds or react with oxygen. The result for O2 is
similar to that found in NCO reactions,51 which has an upper
bound ofe5 × 10-15 cm3 molecule-1 s-1. However, the result
for propylene differs from that found for NCO. Wategaonkar
and Setser48 obtained a rate constant of 2.4× 10-11 cm3

molecule-1 s-1 for NCO + C3H6, which is at least 48 times
faster than the rate for N3 + C3H6 found in this work. One
explanation for the greater reactivity of NCO toward unsaturated
molecules, as opposed to N3, is the difference in electron
localization. NCO has theπ-antibonding electrons more
localized on the nitrogen end of the radical,52 making it more
reactive toward addition at the N end to the double bond, while
in the case of N3, the electron density will be distributed
symmetrically over the radical.

N3 + N and 2N3. Nitrogen atoms were created by passing
N2 through a microwave discharge. Upon addition of the N
atoms to the reactor with N3, strong emission from the N2(B
3Πg f A 3Σu

+) bands was observed. As shown in Figure 8,
this emission was absent if either the azide radicals or the
nitrogen atoms were removed from the flow reactor. Further-
more, the LIF intensity of the azide radical was reduced upon
addition of N atoms. In fact, previous researchers28,29 have
determined the rate of reaction 5 to be 1.6× 10-11 cm3

molecule-1 s-1. Since other laboratories have studied N+ N3,
we did not measure [N] to obtain the rate constantk5. These
results are a strong indication that reaction 5 is of no significance
in our reactor without added N atoms. The principle source of
N atoms in flow reactors occurs from either air contamination

Figure 6. Logarithm of the relative azide intensity vs carbon monoxide
concentration. The reactant concentrations were [Ar]) 1.7 × 1016,
[HN3] ) 3.1 × 1012, [CF4] ) 6.7 × 1011, and [CO]) (0.0-55.9)×
1012 molecules cm-3. The rate constant for reaction 12 is (1.8( 0.1)
× 10-12 cm3 molecule-1 s-1 for ∆t ) 3.4 ms.

Figure 7. Normalized fluorescence intensity of N3 as function of added
quenching reagent. The reactant concentration were (b) [Ar] ) 1.7×
1016, [HN3] ) 2.5× 1012, [CF4] ) 6.9× 1011, [CO2] ) (0.0-92.4)×
1012; (9) [Ar] ) 1.7× 1016, [HN3] ) 2.6× 1012, [CF4] ) 5.8× 1011,
[O2] ) (0.0-81.0)× 1012; or (2) [Ar] ) 1.7 × 1016, [HN3] ) 4.7 ×
1012, [CF4] ) 9.4× 1011, [propylene]) (0.0-54.8)× 1012 molecules
cm-3. In all three cases, no observed quenching occurs.

Figure 8. N2(B-A) emission spectrum for the∆V ) -3 sequence
from N atoms, formed by passing N2 through a microwave discharge,
reacting with N3. The reagent concentrations were [Ar]) 6.8 × 1016,
[CF4] ) 6.7 × 1012, [HN3] ) 1.3 × 1013, and [N2] ) 1.1 × 1014

molecules cm-3. Spectra were collected under three different condi-
tions: (A) without any nitrogen atoms added to the system, (B) with-
out any azide in the system, and (C) with both nitrogen atoms and
azide.

N3 + CO f NCO + N2 ∆rH°298 ) -202 kJ mol-1 (12)
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of the Ar carrier gas or from wall-induced decomposition of
azide radicals.40 Careful gas-handling techniques eliminate the
possibility of air contamination. The absence of emission from
N2(B) without the addition of N atoms shows that wall-induced
decomposition of azide radicals is negligible in our wax-coated
reactor.

The bimolecular removal of azide via reaction 6 was
examined by increasing both [F] and [HN3] to achieve [N3] e
1.3 × 1013 molecules cm-3. The LIF signal was observed to
scale linearly with azide concentration, and the first-positive
emission was not observed. Since the LIF remained propor-
tional to the azide concentration and no N2(B, ∆V ) 3) emission
was observed, we conclude that the rate for this reaction is below
our detection limit. For a second-order reaction, and assuming
we could see 10% reduction in [N3] for a reaction time of 6
ms, the rate constant ise2 × 10-12 cm3 molecule-1 s-1. A
comparison was made between the observed emission intensities
from reactions 5 and 6 in order to obtain a second estimate of
thek6 rate constant. Using a steady-state analysis, the ratio of
the first-positive emission from reactions 5 and 6 is proportional
to

whereI is the emission intensity andτB is the lifetime of N2-
(B). Assuming that the dissociation of N2 is ∼5% and that the
emission from reaction 5 as shown in Figure 8 is only 10 times
the detection limit, then reaction 13 givesk6 e 7 × 10-13 cm3

molecule-1 s-1 for [N3] ) 1.3 × 1013 and [N] ) 5.5 × 1012

molecules cm-3. A separate series of measurements was then
performed using a different flow reactor in order to lengthen
the reaction time and use higher [N3]. This reactor, designed
for the study of NCl(a) kinetics,36 consisted of a 70 mm Pyrex
tube 120 cm in length. The detector consisted of a 0.5 m
monochromator with a cooled (193 K) S-1 photomultiplier tube
that could be moved along the length of the reactor. We used
the∆V ) 0 transition from 900 to 100 nm for observation. Using
[N3] e 3 × 1013 molecules cm-3 and a reaction time ofe100
ms, we searched for emission from N2(B). Even with the
highest [N3], no N2(B) emission was observed. Our conclusion
reduces the rate constant reported by Jourdain and co-work-
ers19,20 who estimated a value fork6 based upon the reduction
of [N3], as measured by mass spectrometry, to be (5-8) × 10-11

cm3 molecule-1 s-1. Yamasaki et al.28aalso correlated the ratio
of N2(B) emission from reactions 5 and 6 to arrive at a rate of
1.4 × 10-12 cm3 molecule-1 s-1. This was obtained from eq
13 by measuring a ratio of 95:1 for the N2(B) emission with
and without added N atoms.28b Their measurement is consistent
with our result, and the bimolecular self-destruction constant
of N3 at 298 K is small and probably less than 1× 10-12 cm3

molecule-1 s-1.
The bimolecular removal of NCO was observed by Wate-

gaonkar and Setser48

and a rate constant of (5.0( 2.0)× 10-12 cm3 molecule-1 s-1

was assigned. The rates of reactions 6 and 14 are both slow,
relative to most radical-radical reactions, which usually have
rate constants close to the collision limit times an electronic
branching factor. Of course, N3 and NCO cannot simply
recombine to form a stable molecule, and evidently the

delocalization of the electron density leads to a small activation
energy for the recombination-decomposition process.

The vibrational distribution of the N2(B) emission from
reaction 5 was compared with similar emission formed from
the reaction

The [N2] passed through the discharge was∼10 times greater
for reaction 15 than that used for reaction 5. The∆V ) -3
sequence from the N2(B 3Πg f A 3Σu

+) emission observed
from reactions 5 and 15 was compared, and the observed
vibrational distributions were the same regardless of whether
the source of the excited nitrogen molecules was reaction 5 or
15 in 2 Torr of Ar. We believe that this result arises from the
fact that both reactions have the same thermochemistry and that
vibrational relaxation and collisionally induced mixing38,39

between the A, B, and W states give the same steady-state N2-
(B) distribution at pressures of∼2 Torr. This precludes the
use of the nitrogen first-positive emission as a diagnostic test
to distinguish between reactions 5 and 15. The absence of any
detectible N2(B 3Πg f A 3Σu

+) emission from reaction 6 also
precludes its use as a diagnostic for [N3] for concentrations of
interest in a flow reactor.

D. Conclusions

Some controversy has arisen over the rate of reaction between
Cl and N3. This study, which directly monitored the reduc-
tion in azide concentration as a function of added Cl utilizing
LIF of N3, found a rate constant of (2.1-0.6

+1.0) × 10-11 cm3

molecule-1 s-1 at 298 K. This confirms the rate constant value
determined by Jourdain and co-workers19,20 and the value
favored by observing NCl(a) and NF(a) in direct competi-
tion.36,37 Coombe reported a rate constant for reaction 3 that is
more than an order of magnitude larger. This overestimate must
be a consequence of the experimental method, which measured
the decrease in [NF(a)] with added [Cl] that was obtained from
the reaction of F atoms with Cl2. The NF(a) concentration
decayed in the flow reactor, and extrapolations were made to
zero time to estimate the NF(a) from the competition between
N and Cl atoms for N3. Perhaps the NF(a) decay rate was more
complicated than expected based on the extrapolation. The rate
constant for reaction 3 should be less than or equal to the
collision limit multiplied by the electronic branching fraction
of the entrance channel. Assuming that the reaction passes
through an ClN3(X̃) intermediate, thenk3 should be<∼5 ×
10-11 cm3 molecule-1 s-1.

The NO, NO2, and CO reactions were observed to occur with
measurable rates. The reaction between N3 and NO has a rate
constant of (2.9( 0.3) × 10-12 cm3 molecule-1 s-1 and
probably produces N2O and N2 by N atom transfer. The reaction
between N3 and CO has a rate constant of (1.8( 0.2)× 10-12

cm3 molecule-1 s-1, producing NCO as the primary product.
NO2 probably reacts with N3 to form either two N2O molecules
or two NO molecules and N2. This reaction has a rate constant
of (1.9 ( 0.2) × 10-12 cm3 molecule-1 s-1. No reaction was
observed between Cl2, CO2, O2 and propylene molecules and
azide radicals, which sets a limit fork e 5 × 10-13 cm3

molecule-1 s-1.
The reactions of N3 and NCO are similar, as one would expect

for these two isoelectronic species. However, the N3 reactions
studied in this work are slower than the corresponding reactions

I5

I6
)

k5[N][N 3]

τB
-1

‚
τB

-1

k6[N3]
2

)
k5[N]

k6[N3]
(13)

2NCOf [OCN-NCO] f N2 + 2CO

∆rH°298 ) -540 kJ mol-1 (14)

2N(4S) + Ar f N2(X
1Σg

+, A 3Σu
+, B3Πg, W 3∆u) + Ar

∆rH°298 ) -945,-350,-236, or -235 kJ mol-1 (15)
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of NCO; the reactions with NO, NO2, and propylene are, at
least, 1 order of magnitude slower. This is an indication that
N3 is less reactive than NCO. The bimolecular self-removal
reaction rates of theπ-type radicals, N3 and NCO, are rather
slow; the rate constants aree 1-2 × 10-12 and 5× 10-12 cm3

molecule-1 s-1 respectively. These rate constants are much
smaller than the corresponding reactions ofσ-type radicals, such
as CH3. In addition to the delocalization of the odd-electron
density, the reactions of N3 and NCO do not give a stable adduct
molecule, and these recombination reactions are rather slow.
Thus, rather high concentrations of N3 and NCO can be created
and used.
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